Minutes: SBS Meeting July 24, 2013

Attendees: John LeRose, Carlos Ayerbe Gayoso, Mahbub Khandaker, Bogdan Wojtsekhowski, Alexandre Camsonne, Gordon Cates, Adam Sarty, Brian Quinn, Andrew Puckett, Nilanga Liyanage

1) Mahbub Khandaker makes a presentation on the Coordinate Detector for SBS
   a) See link
   b) Mahbub will make document based on his presentation which we’ll present to Thia, who in turn, if she’s alright with it, will pass it on to Rolf

2) Gordon expresses concern re BigCal and its alternatives. We need Charles Perdrisat for this discussion

3) Adam Sarty brings up the question of seeking external commercial philanthropic support for some SBS related projects. He contacted someone who indicated it wasn’t completely crazy. E.g. for a pitch to Renaissance, we would want a short written proposal specifying what we want. The question at the end was do we want to do this?

4) Bogdan Wojtsekhowski asks about agenda for future weekly meetings
   a) Generally want reports on various subsystems (Polarized $^3$He target, Monte Carlo studies, program/project status
   b) Re A1n we need to solidify our ideas for the designers.

-JJL